Assembly Instruction
Two person assembly recommended
Carefully layout all parts in a line on a smooth surface, read below instructions before assemble.
1. Install the Base light bulb “Type C7 Watts” (not
included) or E12*1*0.5W LED ( Not Included).
2. With all the base parts laying down on a
smooth surface, slide the Base Shade towards
the Housing Box, make sure the bulb and
shade do not collide. Guide the Base Shade
through the Base Pipe.
3. Then gently pull the cord from the Base Bottom
until the Base Pipe emerges through the Base
Bottom.
4. Two person recommended: Then from
underneath the Base Bottom thread the Wing
Nut (secure but do not over-tighten).
ATTENTION: Make sure the Base Shade sits
flush inside the Base Shade Fitting before
securing the Wing Nut.
5. Place the base upright on a flat surface and
install the Threaded Pipe on the Housing Box.
6. Install Bulbs “Type A19 60Watts (Not Included) or E26*CFL Bulb*2*13W ( Not Included).
Caution: Refer to the wattage caution label located near the lamp holder for recommended
maximum wattage, do not exceed recommended wattage.
Warning: Do not attempt to replace the bulb while the lamp is plugged into a wall receptacle.
7. Unscrew the finial only from the Threaded Pipe, then place the shade onto the threaded pipe
and secure with finial (do not over-tighten). Plug into the wall outlet for use.

Replacing the bulb in the base:
1. Unplug the lamp and let the bulbs cool down.
2. Remove the finial and shade. With the base laying down on a smooth surface, unscrew the
Wing Nut from the Base Bottom, very carefully pull the Base Bottom and Base Shade in order to
access the Base Bulb.
3. Replace the bulb Type C7W Max or E12*1*0.5W LED and finally proceed assembling the base.
Caution: Refer to the wattage caution label located near the lamp holder for recommended
maximum wattage, do not exceed recommended wattage.
Warning: Do not attempt to replace the bulb while the lamp is plugged into a wall receptacle.
Note: This stained glass product has been protected with mineral oil as part of the finishing
process. Please use a soft dry cloth to remove any excess oil.
WARNING
California Residents Proposition 65
This product contains lead, a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth
defects or other reproductive harm. Do not place the product in your mouth. Wash your hands after
handling this product.
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